Birthday Cards
Six of Clubs:
Revivalist
Characteristics: The Six of Clubs always has
problems about what they say and do because
they are the cards that are responsible for the
spoken word. While inwardly holding onto their
own lies, some will proclaim their truthfulness
for years. Dire results take place when their
lies catch up with them, which they most
certainly will. Of course those who are on the
high side of the card do what they say they will
and are responsible. Abusing power seems to
have some kind of connection with them
though, and the Six of Clubs will usually have
to confront that at some time in their life.
Power plays a role in their lives and they will
either attract a person with power who brings
about some struggles for them or receive
some position with power and learn about it in
that fashion. They are fated to learn the true
meaning of power, however, and how it can
corrupt people. It is odd how few of the
individuals of these birth dates are aware of
their psychic gifts because it is also known as the psychic card. Responsibility and
truth are also meanings of the Six of Clubs. A mechanism of truth they can have faith
in and formulate a method of life values in is what these individual must learn to find.
There is no limit, after attaining this, to the amount of good these individuals can
accomplish in the world. People who fret, worry and procrastinate are those in the
deck who have not yet discovered their path. Helping others come to a special
spiritual and mystical place is the special project that some Six of Clubs have in their
lives. These are the keepers and carriers of the light. After tapping their inborn
intuition and their hidden reserves, they will note that they are led and protected from
on high. They are responsible for maintaining inner equilibrium and peace in
communications with other people in their lives. They often have built in protection in
their lives as well as achieve financial affluence. The most material or spiritual
success attainable is by this card. There is always another side to the coin, however.
In this case they can get wrapped up in their self-satisfaction and amount to nothing.
Relationships: Their Eight of Clubs Karma Card is the connection here. Many
pleasurable things come to the Six of Clubs. Romantic and sexual pleasure is
something they will experience a significant amount of during the course of their life
because the Queen of Clubs is in their Venus position. Watching out for the sexual
side of life is something they would be wise to do. They have good marriage karma,

and they generally have at least one fine marriage in their life. There is kind of an
idealized and romantic vision about love and marriage. Choice is something they need
to do carefully, because at times their perfect mate may not turn out to be what they
thought them to be. Being in love is something Six of Clubs love as well. However,
often there exists some childhood problems that interfere with their ability to make
wise choices. Running from their feelings and emotions is something they have a
tendency to do, and this causes them to appear emotional or upset. Such feelings,
though, are paramount if the Six individual is to actually comprehend themselves and
discover the issues that drive them in their choice of relationships. While the men are
often dominated by some females in their circle, the females make excellent wives
and mothers.
Personality Connections: Spade men are difficult for both genders, particularly
Spades over 36 years old. Six of Clubs women and Diamond men have problems
even though there is the attraction there. Club men and Six of Clubs are good friends.
Heart women and Six of Clubs men are often found together because they hold a lot
of affection each other.
Confrontations: There is a huge acceleration of energy when we discover our
purpose. It even increases enthusiasm for our work. At this point it stops being a job
and transforms to a mission due to a loss of petty self-directed identity. We then unite
with a purpose much greater than our ego. A power and abilities we thought were
impossible are the result. There is a deep-seated expression that is internal to every
card in the deck and this is found in the suit, number and location in the Life Spread.
We could speed up our journey of satisfaction and peace of mind if we just
comprehended the nature of that highest expression.

